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scholars of medieval Indian bhakti devotionalism have relied upon the nirgun Songs of the Saints of India
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The essays here offer a representative selection of Charlotte Vaudeville's ground-breaking studies of the North Indian devotional traditions of the medieval period.
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This view, while contested by other scholars, has been summarized by Charlotte Vaudeville as movement in medieval India, legends about Kabir describe him

Christian mythology is the body of myths associated with Christianity. Mythology refers to the collected myths of a group of people the body of stories which they

Throughout the history of the Catholic Church, thousands of saints have come and gone. Many of them become patron saints because of the experiences in

Charlotte Vaudeville is the author of A Weaver named Kabir (review, published 1993), Myths, Saints And Legends In Medieval India help out and invite Charlotte to
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The Catholic Church is well known for promoting mystical legends and harrowing tales down through the centuries. This is particularly true when concerning
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including most of the important works of modern scholarship upon which Ancient Indian Magic and Folklore Saints; Sanskrit; Charlotte Vaudeville
In Medieval Heroines in History and Legend, Professor Bonnie Wheeler discusses these four remarkable women in the light of the present "golden age" of medieval scholarship. Almost daily, researchers are recovering lost information that corrects our picture of what had been a misunderstood era. As a result, we know more than ever about the roles women played in medieval life. What did it mean to be a heroine in the medieval world? As the four subjects of this course make clear, it meant shaping and changing that world. In the monasteries and churches where people prayed, the university Arranged chronologically, these groundbreaking essays set aside the myths and prejudices that often clutter discussions about women in India. Part I, which is dedicated to the ancient period, defines women's positions as depicted in the sacred law, considers subordinated women in major Hindu epics, describes women's roles in ritual and their understanding of religion, and examines the patriarchal organization of women's lives in Buddhism. Other essays in Part II look at the life and legends of a medieval woman saint poet, the portrayal of a Hindu goddess in medieval Bengal, and the role of women from Mughal harems in decision making.